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Music: Lauzon       Lyrics: schreinert 

 

I - everything falls 

rangel 

 

Ii - Ripzone 

 

All out war, The ripzone 

Kill with your mind, it’s a sign of the times 

Nothing but a switch press 

Follow your sights, engage in the fight 

Crush them, so many souls are ending now 

 

Fallen, they are crawling 

Burning craters in the earth 

Ripzone, it is calling 

From the fires they emerge 

 

Dead they arise, as they open the skies 

Necromancing warfare 

Hellfire lies, precision strikes 

Cry out, the reaper drones are hunting  

in the ashen night 

 

Fallen, they are crawling 

Burning craters in the earth 



Ripzone, it is calling 

From the fires they emerge 

 

It was cold as they rained down death on me 

And the darkness swallowed the day 

I could feel the crosshairs on my back 

And I drew their fire away 

 

Kill your lies  

as the forces rise don’t victimize me 

Kill your lies  

as the forces rise don’t victimize me 

 

Fallen, they are crawling 

Burning craters in the earth 

Ripzone, it is calling 

From the fires they emerge 

 

Iii - Planetary impact extinction 

 

gather my soul, centauri B 

your velocity screaming down on me 

ripping the skies asunder, darkness kills the light 

gather my soul, centauri B 

your velocity screaming down on me 

 

planetary impact extinction 

fighting onwards the day 



planetary impact extinction 

centauri minds here to stay 

 

possessing my soul, the enemy 

blackened tendrils are crushing down on me 

tearing my mind asunder, darkness feeds the night 

 

Ashen mindfire, ashen flight 

Souls are drawn to the eternal light 

Ripping starfire, ripping night 

Solar angels bearing death by burning skies 

 

Ashes for my soul 

tendrils cry out to steal my name 

Reaching through the fields 

As the mankind forces betray 

Rolling through the world 

Hatred burns and the blackfires rage 

Crushing under earth 

As the mindfire rips through our cage  

burn 

 

Hear us, descendants, Centauri  

your kind will not survive 

see us, descendants, centauri 

your time to kill the lies 

 

planetary impact extinction 



fighting onwards the day 

planetary impact extinction 

centauri minds here to stay 

 

iv - threshold of decimation 

 

fighting our way through the darkest hours 

as the night sky swallows the day 

crawling through dust as the ashes fall 

killing tendrils, never betray 

 

to the threshold, of decimation 

lay down your souls, to decimation 

forces threshold, of decimation 

sacrifice souls, to decimation 

fire at will, as the tendrils burn 

psionic dissection betrays 

rally the flag as our forces turn 

set your sites and fight through the haze 

 

set your missions and fight from the ground 

weapons at ready and wait 

kill on my mark, mothership down 

herculean missiles away…fire! 

Bring all our might, bring all your power 

Victory by light of day 

Converge on the site, the enemy crash 

Hellfire missiles away…fire! 



Decimation! 

 

forces threshold, of decimation 

sacrifice souls, to decimation 

 

fighting our way through the darkest hours 

as the night sky swallows the day 

crawling through dust as the ashes fall 

killing tendrils, never betray 

fire at will, as the tendrils burn 

psionic dissection betrays 

 

to the threshold, of decimation 

lay down your souls, to decimation 

forces threshold, of decimation 

sacrifice souls, to decimation 

 

set your missions and fight from the ground 

weapons at ready and wait 

kill on my mark, mothership down 

herculean missiles away…fire! 

Bring all our might, bring all your power 

Victory by light of day 

Converge on the site, the enemy crash 

Hellfire missiles away…fire! 

Decimation! 

 

V - Weaponized storm system 



 

Load the system, fire the day 

Clouds of chemtrails, slicing through the haze 

It’s weaponized, storm system rise 

 

Scream, the lightning strikes 

Ripping up the sky with crystal rage 

Thunder, the earthquake lives 

Cracking through the ground with all my pain 

 

It’s weaponized 

Load the system, fire the day 

Clouds of chemtrails, slicing through the haze 

It’s weaponized, storm system rise 

 

Shattered earth and pounding hail 

Rending down through the night 

Cyclones tear and buildings fall 

Tendrils must fear our might 

 

It’s weaponized 

Load the system, fire the day 

Clouds of chemtrails, slicing through the haze 

It’s weaponized, storm system rise 

 

Scream, the lightning strikes 

Ripping up the sky with Crystal rage 

Thunder, the earthquake lives 



Cracking through the ground with all my pain 

 

Scorched earth, the underground 

Cleanse the tendril blight 

Storms of the hallowed ground 

Crush to join the fight 

Lords of the sacred ground 

Kill with all our might 

Earth  

wind 

Scorched earth, forsake the ground 

Burn the tendril blight 

Storms of the ashen ground 

Crush with all our might 

 

It’s weaponized 

Load the system, fire the day 

Clouds of chemtrails, slicing through the haze 

It’s weaponized, storm system rise 

Scream, the lightning strikes 

Ripping up the sky with cristal rage 

Thunder, the earthquake lives 

Cracking through the ground with all my pain 

 

Scream, the terror strikes 

Lighting up the sky to call their names 

Thunder, volcanic fires 

Burning through the ground to blackened pain 



Scream, the cyclone strikes 

Tearing up the ground to end their game 

Thunder, a legend cries 

Ripping tendrils home with endless pain 

 

VI - TRANSMIGRATION 

 

ViI – force convergence 

 

We’ve lost to the wind, my soul 

Solar rising storms of peace 

Giving all that we had to give 

And we feel it now, in the dreams of change 

Loading up for the final charge 

Heroes hearts look to the skies 

Sacrifice so we all may live 

And we lay it down, where the warhead lies 

Radiation sickness pales 

Say goodbye to the world you know 

Fire up all the engines now 

Been a hell of a ride, through the fallout snow 

 

As the engines roar, don’t you crucify me 

You would do the same, drive the enemy back 

Let their atoms rain down to the atmosphere 

Ending all their pain, send them back through their fear 

 



Force is launched, ember flames 

Nuclear winter won’t see me again 

Darkness falls, stealth engaged 

Cry for the clouds, you won’t hear me again 

 

We’ve launched through the wind my soul 

Breaking on through the stratosphere 

Bearing on to the target zone 

And we feel it now, victory is near 

Anti-gunship fire zone 

Bursting rounds in the mesosphere 

Locking on to the target now 

Fire ramming speed, punching it no fear 

Say goodbye to the world we’ve known 

Crushing impact, thermosphere 

Firestorm in the skies above 

Tendril earth is gone, burning earth is here 

 

As the engines roar, don’t you crucify me 

You would do the same, drive the enemy back 

Let their atoms rain down to the atmosphere 

Ending all their pain, send them back through their fear 

 

Force is launched, ember flames 

Nuclear winter won’t see me again 

Darkness falls, stealth engaged 

Cry for the clouds, you won’t hear me again 

 



Wanted through the land 

Gasmask man of peace 

Brought the tendrils down 

Ashes fall on his altars now 

Blessed to bend your knee 

 

 

 


